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This Holiday Season, Give The Power Of Invention, The Complete Guide To
Inexpensive Ideaing, The Gift That Keeps On Giving

“Most people have good ideas and they don’t know what to do with them. We can solve that
problem”, say Mark McKitrick and Kim Sena, authors of a new "Ideaing"invention workbook
“The Complete Guide to Inexpensive Ideaing”.

(PRWEB) December 01, 2011 -- Most people have had an idea "ideaing" or two in their lifetime that they know
is a good one. Whether it be digital avatars that Apple is exploring, a light-harvesting antenna from scratch, or a
new way to ship and store flour, many don’t act on it because they have no idea what the next steps are. Or they
find out that the next steps are extremely expensive. So they do nothing, and eventually they see their idea on a
store shelf. This has probably happened to you. This holiday season, instead of giving loved ones sweaters or
gloves, give the gift of invention!

Mr. McKitrick and Dr. Sena have written “The Complete Guide to Inexpensive Ideaing”. This book offers a
complete inventor’s guide from the “aha” moment of product conception through the entire process of
development of the new idea, and is meant for people from all walks of life with any type of idea. Included are
invaluable proprietary templates for writing provisional patents, business plans, and product brochures. The
easy-to-follow “Ideaing” guidebook will also, among many other benefits, help the inventor determine if their
idea is worth pursuing before they pour money into it.

“Our goal, utilizing our years of experience in the idea development process, is to empower people in all walks
of life with the necessary tools that can make them successful,” states Mr. McKitrick, “and our templates save a
tremendous amount of time and money. Best of all, people will look and feel like an experienced inventor,
regardless of their walk in life”.

How much money can be saved? The user may write an unlimited number of provisional patent applications
using the workbook’s proprietary easy-to-use patent template. The only additional expense is the $110 U.S.
Patent & Trademark Office filing fee for each patent application. This is compared to a $1,000 or more cost for
each provisional patent if written by a patent attorney. Furthermore, if you write the provisional patent yourself,
you usually get a better product in the end. Adds Dr. Sena, “Nobody cares about your new idea more than the
inventor. They are thinking about it night and day.When writing their own provisional patent, they think of
details and variations that only they would think of.”

The authors, who have enjoyed many successes (and learned many expensive and character-building lessons)
along their respective paths, will save readers hundreds of hours and thousands of dollars with their experience
and suggestions. The reader will learn about patent and market research, writing their patent, developing their
product, writing a business plan, finding angel and venture capital, and much more. Just as importantly, they
will learn when to consult specialists (patent attorneys, prototype experts, etc.). This book will show inventors
what and what not to do themselves, and how to make their time spent with specialists more productive (and
therefore less expensive).

“The Complete Guide to Inexpensive Ideaing” is available at all fine bookstores. Templates are available
electronically at http://www.ideaing.us. Media may request a review copy by contacting the publisher at:
media(at)authorsolutions(dot)com or telephone at 888.280.7715.
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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